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15 hot edtech trends for 2017
BY MERIS STANSBURY
January 2nd, 2017

Educators and tech leaders look back on 2016; predict where edtech trends in teaching and learning will head this new year.
edtech trends 2017.
With every new year comes new ideas. To get a glimpse into what the next 12 months will hold for everything from professional development to digital learning, and from communication to virtual reality, 15 ed tech luminaries looked back on 2016
edtech trends to help predict what’s in store for 2017. Here’s what they said:

Whole-Class Learning is Here
By Kelly Bielefeld, Clearwater Intermediate and Middle School
As we reflect on the year that was in 2016, the Presidential election continues to loom as the largest event of the year. This
will likely have a significant impact on the K-12 landscape for the next four years when it comes to charter schools, Title
programs, and common core standards. This election also continues the trend toward higher levels of state control over
educational decisions. We expect for a Trump administration to continue this trend of de-federalization of education.
Turning to 2017, whole-class learning is taking off. While whole-class learning may seem old school, the fact is whole-class
learning is a key aspect in the modern classroom. Boxlight seems to be one company that understands how to integrate
whole-class technology like their new ProColor Series of Interactive Flat Panel displays along with its MimioMobile application that fosters student collaboration and student engagement by linking all types of mobile devices in classrooms, whether owned by the students or the school district. Once equipped with the app, almost any device ‒ including Chromebooks
and Apple or Android products ‒ can work together for effective collaborative learning as well as for formative assessment. As
with any emerging technology, there is skepticism about effectiveness. Regardless, the tool used well in any classroom can
increase relevance for student and give them an experience like never before. It is one to watch for in 2017.
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